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Böker Arbolito Campeon Combo

MODEL: Böker Arbolito Campeon Combo
MODEL ID: 02BA5130HH
DESCRIPTION: The big game hunter's complete package. Set includes the 02BA510HH gutting hook and 02BA530HH caper. Combo leather sheath included.
Böker Arbolito Hunting Knife

MODEL: Böker Arbolito Hunting Knife
MODEL ID: 02BA520HH

DESCRIPTION:
With the supply of premium stag that is available in South America, it was logical to utilize the Boker production facility in Argentina for our line of traditional hunting knives. This model features a 440A stainless steel blade, finished to perfection and a genuine stag handle. Includes a high grade leather sheath. Blade length: 4 1/4". Overall length: 8".
**Böker Plus Valkyrie**

**MODEL:** Böker Plus Valkyrie  
**MODEL ID:** 02BO160  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
A modern interpretation of the classic Vietnam bowies, from Boker Plus. The blade features a satin finish going off into two different directions (for a two-tone finish), and in impressive thickness of 6mm, and is made of 440C stainless steel with excellent edge-holding capability. The cross guard is made of stainless steel and offers plenty of safety, even under rugged field use. The extensively ground Micarta handles are ergonomically shaped for a comfortable and secure grip, and contain a red fibre layer underneath. The handles are fastened to the tang by the use of mosaic pins, which are ordinarily only seen on custom knives due to costly production, and create a unique appearance. A must-have for the collector! With its approved concept and sturdy dimensions it can also be used as a reliable outdoor knife for a variety of cutting chores. Includes lanyard hole and premium genuine leather sheath.  
Blade length: 7 1/4". Overall length: 12 2/3". Weight: 16.4 oz.
MODEL: Böker Plus Dozier Anchorage Pro Skinner
MODEL ID: 02B0250
DESCRIPTION:
Legendary custom knifemaker, Bob Dozier, collaborates with Boker Plus for this exceptional new piece, which combines his characteristic keen sense of functionality with an aesthetic appearance. This model is an interesting modification of Dozier’s legendary hunting knife, the Yukon Pro Skinner, with a hollow ground blade that is extremely fine ground, and features artistic file work on the back - which doubles as a slip-resistant thumb ramp. The blade is made of AUS-8 stainless steel with a full tang for extreme strength. The ergonomically shaped Micarta handle features a lanyard hole and is set to the tang with six rivets. Comes complete with a leather sheath. Blade length: 3 1/2". Overall length: 8". Weight: 4.9 oz.
This classic design goes back in the history of functional fixed blades. The polished 440 stainless steel clip point blade can handle a wide variety of cutting chores. The black wood handle provides a firm and secure grip with its deep finger grooves. Even working with the edge upwards, this handle shows outstanding ergonomics. Includes a black leather sheath with a sharpening stone in the front pocket. Overall length: 10 3/4". Blade length: 5 7/8". Weight: 8.9 oz.
Magnum Snakewood (Ouray)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL:</th>
<th>Magnum Snakewood (Ouray)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL ID:</td>
<td>02RY1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic big game fixed blade hunter featuring a 440 stainless steel modified drop point blade. The handles are a very attractive combination of real snake wood and bone. Stainless steel bolsters. An exceptional piece! Lanyard hole and leather sheath included. Blade length: 3 5/8&quot;. Overall length: 8&quot;. Weight: 5 oz.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Magnum Puukko**

**MODEL:** Magnum Puukko

**MODEL ID:** 02RY7439

**DESCRIPTION:**
A reliable working tool in the classic Nordic style. The corrosion resistant 440A stainless steel blade is hollow ground and has a satin finish. The light birchwood handle fits comfortably in your hand and offers superior gripping safety. Also features a stainless steel end cap and comes complete with a leather sheath. Blade length: 4 1/4". Overall length: 9 1/16". Weight: 4.3 oz.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL:</th>
<th>Böker Kressler Integrance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL ID:</td>
<td>120140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td>Boker welcomes internationally renowned custom knifemaker, Dietmar Kressler, as our new design partner! Mr. Kressler is famous for his perfection in form design and classic style. With the design of our new &quot;Integrance&quot; (which stands for &quot;integral&quot; and &quot;elegance&quot;), Dietmar has proven that a rugged knife can be combined with high class style. The guard is integrated into the handle and empties into a small integral bolster, which sits between the handle and the ricasso and gives the knife a unique character. The handles are crafted of stabilized beech wood from the wood tuner &quot;Novacula&quot; and offer a lively grain, and are kept in place with decorative hollow rivets. The richly satin finished blade is made of D2 steel, famous for its superior edge holding ability and toughness. With its overall length of 7 1/2&quot; and its premium leather sheath, the Integrance is a compact and classy companion for any occasion, and never fails to leave a good impression. The lanyard hole completes the package. An impressive piece for the serious collector! Blade length: 3 3/8&quot;. Weight: 3.2 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A rugged yet handy outdoor and hunting knife, designed by Swiss knifemaker and forger Thomas Kunzi. The hollow ground blade is made of D2 steel and boasts excellent edge-holding capability. The handle scales are made of carefully selected grained birchwood, and their generous dimensions are designed to provide a comfortable grip, even for extended use. The pommel of the full tang blade doubles as a punch or a hammer, and the notches on the blade spine allow extra control for precise cutting tasks. All in all, a more than "solid" concept which combines many years of experience in knifemaking and outdoor activities with a very unique piece. Includes lanyard and high quality leather sheath. Blade thickness: 4mm. Overall length: 7 3/8". Blade length: 3 1/4". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Böker Savannah

MODEL: Böker Savannah
MODEL ID: 120620
DESCRIPTION:
This professional hunting and outdoor knife has an impressive blade and elegant flowing lines in its design. The concept of this piece, by Armin Stutz (from the Austrian Knife Forge "Steirer Eisen"), was created due to experiences with big game hunting in Africa and in cooperation with professional rangers, and was approved under these harsh conditions. The massive blade features an attractive two-tone finish, and is made of N690BO steel, which is a special alloy containing cobalt, exclusively created in a collaboration between Austrian steel manufacturer Bohler and Boker. This high performance steel can handle any cutting task, and the full tang design of this piece provides extraordinary strength and stability. The elaborately grooved canvas micarta scales provide not only a characteristic look but also an extremely secure grip, even when wearing gloves or in wet conditions. A red fibre underlay enhances its unique design. Stainless steel bolsters and a lanyard hole complete this high class knife. A reliable and powerful companion for all outdoor activities. High quality leather sheath included. Blade thickness: 3/16". Overall length: 9 3/8". Blade length: 5". Weight: 7.8 oz.
Böker Plus AK74 Automatik

MODEL: Böker Plus AK74 Automatik
MODEL ID: 01AKS74

DESCRIPTION:
The 9 cm blade, based on the AK 74 bayonet, is made of AUS-8 stainless steel. Structured finger grooves on the aluminium handle provide a secure grip in every situation. Overall open length 20.4 cm and weight of 137 g. The blade locks securely in the open or closed position. Overall length 19.2 cm. Blade 8.5 cm. Weight 97 g. Push button lock. Black handle and bead blast plain edge blade.
Böker Plus AK74 Automatik Black

MODEL: Böker Plus AK74 Automatik Black
MODEL ID: 01AKS74B
DESCRIPTION:
The 9 cm blade, based on the AK 74 bayonet, is made of AUS-8 stainless steel. Structured finger grooves on the aluminium handle provide a secure grip in every situation. Overall open length 20.4 cm and weight of 137 g. The blade locks securely in the open or closed position. Overall length 19.2 cm. Blade 8.5 cm. Weight 97 g. Push button lock with olive drab handle. Black teflon-coated, partially serrated blade.
Böker Plus RBB Urban Survival

MODEL: Böker Plus RBB Urban Survival
MODELID: 01BO047

DESCRIPTION:
News from Jim Wagner. With an overall length of 14.4 cm and a blade length of 4 cm the Urban Survival offer though its compact dimensions an excellent carrying comfort. The sleek construction and the scalpel like blade (440C) offer highest control of it. Incl. pocket clip and screwed blade lifter. Thickness 2.5 cm. Weight 27 g.
Böker Plus RBB Auto Drop Point

MODEL: Böker Plus RBB Auto Drop Point
MODEL ID: 01BO048
DESCRIPTION:

These new Jim Wagner models were developed based on the demand for a Reality-Based Blade in a smaller, lighter version. The black coated aluminium handles are based on our famous KAL 74 series, and the blades remain unchanged. The impressive result is a lightweight but sturdy knife that proves to be reliable and highly functional. The black coated AUS-8 steel blades are locked in the open position with a push button lock. Also includes reversible pocket clip, interchangeable glass breaker tip and false writing pen tip. The perfect combination of a very useful every day carry knife and an efficient self defence knife. With bead blasted blade in the popular drop point style and the very secure push button lock, this knife is ready for anything. Overall length: 7¾". Blade length: 3¼". Weight: 3.6 oz.
After multiple requests from international units, the popular Armed Forces Folder is now available with a handy spearpoint blade. This blade shape broadens the variety of uses and applications and offers superior functionality for everyday tasks as well as the finer, more precise cutting chores. The partially serrated black PVD-coated blade is made of 440C stainless steel, which offers outstanding edge retention and corrosion resistance. Available in two sizes: Overall length: 6 7/8". Blade length: 2¾". Weight: 3.4 oz.
Böker Plus Armed Forces Spearpoint II

MODEL: Böker Plus Armed Forces Spearpoint II
MODEL ID: 01BO115

DESCRIPTION:

After multiple requests from international units, the popular Armed Forces Folder is now available with a handy spearpoint blade. This blade shape broadens the variety of uses and applications and offers superior functionality for everyday tasks as well as the finer, more precise cutting chores. The partially serrated black PVD-coated blade is made of 440C stainless steel, which offers outstanding edge retention and corrosion resistance. Available in two sizes: Overall length: 9 3/8". Blade length: 3⅜". Weight: 6.8 oz.
Magnum Junior Speedmaster Drop Point Black

MODEL: Magnum Junior Speedmaster Drop Point Black
MODEL ID: 01BO117
DESCRIPTION: Designed in Germany, these Magnum knives feature lightweight aluminium handles and push button locking systems (non-automatic). Same specs as 01BO107, but with a black Teflon-coated, partially serrated blade.
Böker Plus Tactical Roper Plain

MODEL: Böker Plus Tactical Roper Plain
MODEL ID: 01BO190

DESCRIPTION:
This new tactical piece from Boker Plus can handle anything. Zytel handle with a lanyard hole and reversible pocket clip. The plain edge blade is made of ultra sturdy AUS-8 steel, black-coated. Safety backlock system. Blade length: 3". Overall length: 7 1/8". Weight: 3 oz.
MODEL: Böker Plus Hyper Plain
MODEL ID: 01B0550
DESCRIPTION:
The Hyper is the latest addition to the compact series from Chad Los Banos. The sturdy framelock guarantees a securely locked blade and the stainless steel handle featuring G-10 and Grip-Zones offers plenty of gripping safety in any carry position, even despite its compact dimensions. The handle, clip and 440C stainless steel blade are all covered with a titanium coating. Clip allows for tip-up or tip-down carry. Blade length: 2 ¼”. Overall length: 6 5/8”. Weight: 3.6 oz.
**Magnum Panther**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>Magnum Panther</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL ID</td>
<td>01GL382</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DESCRIPTION:**

This elegant folding lockback knife has a 3 3/8" blade of 420 stainless steel. Includes pocket clip. Overall length: 8". Weight: 5.4 oz.
Magnum Pineapple

MODEL: Magnum Pineapple
MODEL ID: 01MB050

DESCRIPTION:
This pineapple grenade shaped knife is a great item for anyone. The handle is made of lightweight aluminium, supported by black stainless steel liners. The 440 stainless steel blade is very wide, for precise cutting chores. With the black coated pocket clip it stays in place, ready for use. The blade locks in the open position with a liner lock. Blade length: 2 3/4". Overall length: 6 1/4". Weight: 4.2 oz.
Magnum Falke

MODEL: Magnum Falke
MODEL ID: 01MB804
DESCRIPTION:
This small and versatile knife features a black-coated, super-sharp 440A stainless steel blade and attractive Mediterranean wood handle scales. Includes pocket clip and lanyard hole. Overall length: 6¾". Blade length: 2 5/8". Weight: 2.9 oz.
**MODEL:** Magnum Slim Hunter  
**MODEL ID:** 01YA115  
**DESCRIPTION:**  
Extremely flat one-handed opener with a 440 stainless steel blade. 3 1/8" in length. Laminated wood scale with pocket clip. Liner locking mechanism. Overall length: 7". Weight: 2 oz.
Magnum Bush Companion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL:</th>
<th>Magnum Bush Companion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL ID:</td>
<td>01YA116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESCRIPTION:</td>
<td>A heavy-duty working knife. The liner lock secures the blade in the open position. The 440 stainless steel blade has a big belly, perfect for hunting chores. Pakkawood handles. Overall length: 8 5/8&quot;. Blade length: 3 5/8&quot;. Weight: 7.5 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Böker Folding Hunter

MODEL: Böker Folding Hunter

MODEL ID: 110135HH

DESCRIPTION: Stag handle scales
MODEL: Böker Ché Damast
MODEL ID: 110940DAM
DESCRIPTION:

Combine all of the design features of the Ché and add on the remarkable Thomas Damascus from the USA and you are sure to possess a stunning piece of "engineered art." Featuring a stainless Damascus "Raindrop" pattern, this presentation is the result of a team of exceptional minds from different corners of the world, blending together to provide this must-have collaboration.
MODEL: Böker Gentle Folder Black
MODEL ID: 110951

DESCRIPTION:
The basic version of our Annual Damascus Knife is an exclusive liner locking gentleman’s knife. Setting a new
standard in edge-holding and cutting capabilities, we used the new powder-metallurgical 154CPM steel. The handle
scales are stabilized maple wood, which is available in three different eye-catching colors. Stainless steel bolsters
and an ergonomical handle design make this knife a useful and exclusive everyday companion. Does not have
pocket clip. Blade length: 2¾". Overall length: 6¼". Weight: 3.8 oz. With brown maple wood handle.
Böker Sportmesser 1869 Jubilaumsmesser

MODEL: Böker Sportmesser 1869 Jubileum
MODEL ID: 111869
DESCRIPTION: Limited edition Jubileum Knife (140 year anniversary)
MODEL: Böker Applegate Folding Dagger
MODEL ID: 112240
DESCRIPTION:
In style of our approved Applegate-Fairbairn concept, we present our new AF-FD. The massive CNC machined handle, made of 6061-T6 aluminum feels perfect and secure with its big dimensions in your hand and supports with the characteristic AF handle grooves fast grip changes. The pocket clip can be mounted in three different positions and guarantees a perfect adjustment for personal preferences while carrying. The handguard allows for a lightning fast opening, even with gloves and doubles as a double sided hilt. The finely bead blasted CPM-S60V powder steel blade and the Air Force gray anodized handle grant a noble appearance. Incl. lanyardhole and serial number. Overall length 24,3 cm. Blade 9,9 cm. Thickness 4 mm. Weight 181 g.
Böker Kalashnikov Black

MODEL: Böker Kalashnikov Black
MODEL ID: 11AK47B
DESCRIPTION:
The task for the designer was to create a knife taking into consideration the direct recognition of the assault rifle AK-47. As manufacturing method CNC-milling was preferred to pressure-casting to ensure the highest possible degree of precision. The handle of the Kalashnikov knife is made of hard-coat anodized 6061-T6 aluminium. A liner lock secures the blade in the open position. The handle inlays show the same contour as the forward hand grip of the assault rifle AK-47. Depending on the model they are made of G-10 or polished snake-wood. Inlays are only found on the front side. On the back side the reversible pocket clip is mounted. The most significant recognition item is the blade which corresponds to the bayonet blade of the AK-47. Blade material is 440C stainless steel. This knife is presented in a specially designed metal case. Total length 22.9 cm. Blade 10 cm. Weight 170 g. With black anodized handle and cocobolo inlays. Blade PVD-coated.